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Tackling Lad Culture Benchmarking Tool
This benchmarking tool produced by NUS and the 9 lad culture strategy pilot unions’
aims to help students’ unions and institutions work together to create an effective joint
strategy to tackle lad culture. It can be used by student officers and staff to benchmark
practice across five principles that underpin effectively tackling lad culture.
How to use the tool

Go through each of the principles below, these are the conditions that have to be met to
ensure you can effectively tackle lad culture. The benchmark grid sets out the various
stages that people may be at in achieving this. Once you’ve mapped out your current
level, you may wish to choose a couple of priority areas to work towards achieving the
next level. The tool is a good starting point for discussions between staff and students about how you can work together to tackle lad culture and create happier, safer and
more inclusive educational community.

5 Principles to tackle lad culture
1. Collaborative and long term strategy
The principle that institution staff, union staff, officers and students should work together
to ensure a long term cross-institutional and intersectional approach to shaping and
monitoring progress.
2. Robust institutional and union policies that hold people to account
The principle that policies applied throughout the educational environment should be
democratically decided, used to set out expectations of behaviour, encourage people to
champion a safe and inclusive culture and holds members of the community to account
over their actions.
3. An open, constructive and diverse environment to educate each other
The principle that all students and staff should have opportunities to explore the impact of
lad culture, oppression, power and privilege; and listen to people from diverse
backgrounds to develop an understanding of the importance of liberation, equality,
diversity and sexual consent.
4. People with the tools to challenge lad culture
The principle that all students and staff should possess the knowledge and skills to use
institutional processes where appropriate and to be active in challenging all forms of
oppression and not bystanders.
5. Accessible network of survivor centred support services
The principle that all students should have easy access to reporting methods and support
services if they experience sexual harassment, assault, hate crime and discrimination and
that these services are focused on their wellbeing
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